NOTHING CAN STOP US FROM CONNECTING TO OUR LGBTQ+ SENIORS
WHILE OTHER ORGANIZATIONS were forced to stop service altogether, Openhouse was ready to serve and we continue to pivot, adapt, and connect at every turn. Three of our biggest accomplishments this year were:

- COVID-19 Response
- Construction of Community Center Near Completion
- Openhouse + On Lok Community Day Services (Community Day) Partnership

ON THE COVER:
Approximately 300 new volunteers joined Openhouse through our new partnership with Mon Ami to help LGBTQ+ seniors during COVID-19. They made home deliveries and a daily phone call campaign possible.

THIS PAGE:
John helps deliver treats for Pride.
Dear Openhouse Family & Friends,

My hope is that you, your families and friends remain safe during these unprecedented times. While every day seems to bring new challenges, we want you to know Openhouse is here for you, no matter what stands in our way of coming together. While other organizations were forced to stop service altogether, Openhouse was ready to serve and we continue to pivot, adapt, and connect at every turn. Doing the right thing for LGBTQ+ seniors and our community and staying true to our mission is more important than ever.

I cannot thank our devoted staff enough for the tremendous energy, love and commitment they have brought to their work over the past year. They hold the core of our community together. Much gratitude also goes to donors and supporters who have made our work possible during these challenging times, and our hundreds of volunteers who make friendly calls and deliver food to seniors at home. With the guidance of a fully engaged Board of Directors, Openhouse was able to adapt quickly and creatively to begin immediately meeting the needs of LGBTQ+ seniors at the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.

On top of this world changing health crisis, the police killings of George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Tony McDade and countless others brought us face-to-face again with the horror of racial injustice. Openhouse recognizes the pain and outrage being experienced by Black community members and we know our role is to continue to fight for justice. At Openhouse, the intersection of age, race, sexual orientation and gender identity gives us a unique opportunity to make a difference as champions for change because we serve the leaders of the civil rights movement - Black, Indigenous and People of Color LGBTQ+ seniors. Their voices lead us forward and inform the larger community as we fight for justice.

The year 2020 continues to challenge all of us but we hope this Impact Report demonstrates the resilience of Openhouse and the community we are so fortunate to serve. Your support makes it easier for us to see around the corner and ensures that we maintain the close connections we all need to sustain our chosen, LGBTQ+ intergenerational family.

In Community,

Karyn Skultety, PhD
Executive Director
Volunteers and staff delivering Trans Intergenerational Brunch meals during Pride month. The official 50th Anniversary Pride Parade was canceled this year. Pride is one of Openhouse’s most attended activities, so we took Pride to our community members instead.

Just after the pandemic shutdown in March of 2020, Openhouse quickly pivoted to:

❤️ a remote workforce
❤️ staff and volunteers calling more than 5,500 community members in the first months of the pandemic, reassuring them that social distancing does not mean social isolation

❤️ most of our classes and support groups have moved on-line
❤️ and, for the first time in our history, Openhouse volunteers began delivering food, medications and essential household items throughout the community

395 errands run for community members
254 new volunteers recruited since the outbreak
We are so proud of what happened on the courtyards and balconies of Openhouse in May for Harvey Milk Day — a LIVE outdoor socially-distanced Drag Show for our senior residents to watch from their windows. Thank you to the Tenderloin Museum and SF Bay Area Queer Nightlife Fund for partnering to make it happen!

We thrive on the tradition of social connection and public gatherings to combat loneliness and isolation among LGBTQ+ seniors — a population that is at high risk in the best of times.

COVID-19, like the HIV/AIDS pandemic that defined an earlier LGBTQ+ generation, threatens to separate us again, keeping us alone and isolated. For the sake of seniors who survived one pandemic when young, we must remain vigilant to keep them safe from another deadly virus in old age. Blessedly, staff are not aware of any Openhouse Community members coming down with COVID-19 at this time.

5,500 phone calls made to Openhouse community members
The new Openhouse Community Center was very close to completion in March 2020. Staff was preparing to move in when the pandemic struck, postponing our Grand Opening Ceremony until we can gather safely again.

While we wait for safer times to open the new Community Center, the timing couldn’t have been better for the courtyard to be complete.

96 new residents moved into the Marcy Adelman and Jeanette Gurevitch Community in July 2019, bringing the total number of Openhouse residents to 140.
Openhouse is thrilled to announce that we have joined forces with On Lok to co-design the nation’s first community-based adult day program for and with the LGBTQ+ community, launching when it safe to do so.

Openhouse + On Lok Community Day Services (Community Day) involved LGBTQ+ seniors from the very beginning to co-design a multi-faceted program, bringing much-needed services to San Francisco’s growing LGBTQ+ community. Community Day combines Openhouse’s expertise in developing and delivering services for LGBTQ+ seniors with On Lok’s 50-year history of supporting older adults to live in the community and avoid nursing home placement.

Community Day will offer a safe and life-affirming space where community members can be authentic, engage with the community, and find services to maintain their wellness and empower their independence.
Openhouse has four umbrella programs. Three serve seniors directly, and amount to more than 100 hours of activities and classes, now mostly virtual, each month. The fourth umbrella is Training & Transformation assisting government agencies, corporations, and community organizations. In FY20 we served 2,036 unique community members.

**Housing & Resource Navigation**
- 1,142 Unique Housing and Resource Navigation Clients
  - 24 housing workshops
  - 225 workshop attendees
  - 123 1:1 housing counseling sessions

**Community Wellness & Services**
- 12 emotional support groups
- 235 support group participants
- 74 case management clients

**Community Engagement**
- 894 unique Community Engagement & Community Wellness participants
  - 155 Friendly Visitor matches
  - 542 meals served
  - 1,739 intergenerational activity hours

**Training & Transformation**
- 401 trainees
- 24 agencies, companies, and organizations

Trailblazer Award winner & Tennis Legend Billie Jean King was kind enough to record a message of support for our “Spring Into Action” virtual gala.

Fall Feast during pre-COVID-19 times. Thank you to all our corporate volunteers and especially Visa, our 2019 Fall Feast sponsor.

Openhouse Community Member Patti Ann participating in our virtual Black and Trans Community Town Hall.
Top Three Programs: (by attendance)

Fall Feast (11/21/2019) . . . . . . . . . . 278
Housing Workshops (live & virtual) . . 225
Rainbow Lunch (through 2/2020) . . . . 146
(Before COVID-19, the LGBTQ+ Pride Parade was an annual favorite.)

Most Popular Activities:

Holiday Activity:
Annual Holiday Party (12/21/2019)

Cultural Event:
Lunar New Year Party (1/30/2020)

People of Color Event:
Black History Month Screening of the Harriet Tubman biopic, Harriet (2/19/2020)

Social Group:
Men’s Drop-In Social Hour (through 03/2020)

“Spring Into Action” virtual gala after having to cancel Spring Fling

Black and Trans Community Town Hall

Language Class:
Intermediate Spanish (now virtual)

Wellness Class:
Meditation (now virtual)

Support Group Series:
Self-Compassion in a Time of Isolation (virtual)

Our monthly Rainbow Lunch where community members share a meal and socialize has been suspended until we can safely gather in person again.
2019-2020
BOARD OF DIRECTORS & STAFF

Openhouse staff members (l-r) Sylvia Vargas and Michelle Alcedo share a moment with board member Jenna Rapues at Fall Feast, 2019.
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Bill Lowell (he/him)  
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Billy Curtis (he/him)  
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Morey Riordan (he/him)  
Juan Carlos “JC” Wallace (he/him)  
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Susan Zieff (she/her)  
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EXECUTIVE STAFF
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**2019-2020 FINANCIALS**

**REVENUE**
- Government: $1,783,383
- Individual & Corporate: $1,065,658
- Foundations: $618,446
- Special Events, Net: $295,945
- Other: $152,203

**EXPENSES**
- Programs: $2,032,197
- Management & General: $280,677
- Fundraising: $431,839

**Assets**: $8,307,270
**Liabilities**: $639,091
**Net Assets**: $7,668,179
THANK YOU! We are immensely grateful to the foundations and corporations who provided disaster relief to Openhouse shortly after the COVID-19 outbreak. Your generosity not only provided much needed emergency funding, but also boosted our morale during a difficult time. Your support and confidence in Openhouse make you champions to LGBTQ+ seniors!

Special appreciation always goes to our Openhouse Circle of Friends, whose individual members gave at least $1,000 to our annual campaign, as well as our corporate contributors, foundation grantors and government partners. We truly could not do this important work without you. Thank you for supporting the lives and legacies of LGBTQ+ seniors.

Please consider joining the Openhouse Circle of Friends with a gift of at least $1,000 a year, or our Rainbow Club of recurring donors. We also invite you to think about joining our Legacy Circle with a planned gift to Openhouse, making your lasting mark on the future of San Francisco’s LGBTQ+ intergenerational community.

Thanks to every person and organization listed on the following pages. Your donation is helping build community and reduce social isolation among LGBTQ+ seniors, especially in these historically horrible times. You are family, so please call whenever we can be of assistance.

For more information about Circle of Friends, planned giving, recurring donations or employer matching gifts, please contact Charles Renfroe on our Mission Engagement Team: crenfroe@openhouse-sf.org or (415) 702-3537.

VISIONARY CIRCLE
50,000+
- Dale S. Bentley Trust
- Roland Zepf
- Ted Payton

LEADER CIRCLE
25,000+
- Mark Buchanan and Shinya Kurebayashi
- Lesbians for Good of Horizons Foundation

CHAMPION CIRCLE
15,000+
- Anna Stern and Mary Renner

BENEFACTOR CIRCLE
10,000+
- James C. Hormel and Michael P. Nguyen
- Kevin Smeds and Lissa Moran
- Dr. Marcy Adelman
- Neil Sims and Tim Lucas
- Tim Sweeney

PARTNER CIRCLE
5,000+
- Cheryl Traverse and Terry Turrentine
- Chris Davidson
- Joseph Peter Mark Fund of the National Philanthropic Trust

SUSTAINER CIRCLE
2,500+
- Alex Sloan
- Alvin Baum and Robert Holgate
- Bill Lowell and Richard Davis-Lowell
- Brian Schneider and Robert Lieberman
- Dale Barton and Erik Berglund
- Daniel Sonnenfeld and Dave Hendrickson
- David Black
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- Hadley Hall and L. Warde Laidman
- Jason Lemkin
- Jenna Rapues
- Joaquin Castillo-Araña
- Juan Carlos Wallace and Brian Carr
- Lewy-Eishen Gay Values Fund of Horizons Foundation
- Maite Echaniz
- Ken Prag and Steve Collins
- Mary Margaret Isham
- Paul Donaher
- Robert Volpe
- William Gregory

CONTRIBUTOR CIRCLE
1,000+
- Andrew I. Shore Charitable Giving Fund
- Carol Rudisill and Ladi Hong-Markham
- Cora Buel
- Crystal Jang and Sydney Yeong
- David Bell
- David Jennings and Keith Kuo
- Derek Gordon and Arturo Fernandez
- Diana Yin
- Donna Skultety and Robert Cooney
- Dorian Warren
- Ed Conley
- Edward Chambers

RAINFOREST CIRCLE
1,000+
- Gil Aurellano and Michael Kovitch
- Jeff Lewy and Ed Eishen
- Jeffrey Kohler and Trey Alonso
- John Bors
- Kris Hermans and Merri Baldwin
- Linda Gebroe
- Martin Skea and Christopher Mondini
- Mary Edna Harrell and Bonnie Kates
- Michelle Jester and Mary Sager
- Minhuding Ta
- Peter Scott
- Randi Gerson and Sara Lesser
- Ron Goodman
- Ruth Herring and Pamela Peniston
- Stephen Perreault
- Sylvia Vargas and Shirley McGuire
- William Ho
- Yeoh Shields Fund of Horizons Foundation

RAINBOW CLUB
Carole Lewis
Charlotte Lumpkins
Crisco McCullough and Margaret McCullough
Derek Gordon and Arturo Fernandez
Emilie Gordon
Evelyn Gurevitch
Farrel Swain
Gloria Cavanaugh
Lynne Eggers
Mark Miller
Mindy Oppenheim
Philip Petit
Randall Whitehead
Randi Gerson and Sara Lesser
Robert Brouhard
Ruth Herring and Pamela Peniston
Susan Wilkinson
Sylvia Vargas and Shirley McGuire
Vince Crisostomo
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We extend our thanks to the following Foundation and Corporate Partners for their generous support.

**$20,000+**
Bob A. Ross Foundation
On Lok Lifeways
University Mound Ladies Home

**$100,000-$199,999**
Metta Fund
May and Stanley Smith Charitable Trust

**$50,000 - $99,999**
Metta Fund
May and Stanley Smith Charitable Trust

**$25,000 - $49,999**
Apple
Excelerate Foundation Inc.
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
Grass Roots Gay Rights Foundation

**$10,000 - $24,999**
Airbnb, Inc.
BlackRock, Inc.
Tides Foundation

**$5,000 - $9,999**
Alegre Home Care
Google X
Institute on Aging
Kaiser Permanente Community Benefit Program

**$2,500 - $4,999**
AT&T
Covia
Facente Consulting
Genentech, Inc.
Marriott Business Services
Oryx Partners, LLC
San Francisco Campus for Jewish Living
Sutter Health CPMC
The Carlisle Visa

**$1,000 - $2,499**
Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom (BALIF)
CAF American Donor Fund
Evelyn & Walter Haas, Jr. Fund
HOPELAB

**$500 - $999**
Amazon Smile
Buoyant Inc.
Cisco
Community Thrift Store
Fog City Pack
HandsOn Bay Area
Immaculate Conception Academy
Johnston, Kinney & Zulaica LLP
JP Morgan
Lakin Spears LLP
Lever Inc.
Nonprofits Insurance Alliance of California
Pharmaceutical Researchers and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA)
Recology
Salesforce

**$250 - $499**
AT&T
Covia
Facente Consulting
Genentech, Inc.
Marriott Business Services
Oryx Partners, LLC
San Francisco Campus for Jewish Living
Sutter Health CPMC
The Carlisle Visa

**$50 - $99**
Adobe
Gap Inc.
Powerhouse
SaaStr Inc.

**PHOTO CREDITS:**
Saul Bromberger, Kevin Zhou, and many others. Special thanks to Together Pix for videography. Many stills were taken from the videos for this report. Report designed by: Kerner Creative.

**SPRING INTO ACTION**
A special thanks goes to all Spring Fling event and table sponsors for converting your sponsorships to donations. Spring Fling 2020, scheduled for April 5, 2020, was canceled due to COVID-19, but we held a virtual gala called “Spring into Action” on event day. Thanks to our sponsors’ and ticket buyers’ generosity as well as donors during the online event, we reached our Spring Fling fundraising goal! We have such amazing friends! Thank you.

2020 Award Winners: Trailblazer Award, Tennis Legend Billie Jean King; Founders Award, Shireen McSpadden, Executive Director of the San Francisco Department of Disability and Aging Services; GenOut Award, David Faulk and Michael Johnstone, creators of Mrs. Vera and the Verasphere, and subjects of the documentary “Verasphere: A Love Story in Costume.”
## 2019-2020

### INDIVIDUAL DONORS, THANK YOU!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Donor Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$500 - 999</td>
<td>Lora Connolly, Marilyn Hayward, Mark Burns, Paul Olsen, Marshall Kirk, Paul Allman, Michael Kay, Michelle Alcedo, Miki Yamamoto, Morris Paterson, O’Hanlan-Walker, Pam David, Paul Connolly, Randall Whitehead, Robert-Jay Green, Sarah Mark, Karyn Skultety, Saralie Pennington, Stuart Silberman, Sue Martin, Sue Rosser, Patrick H. Miller, Tim Daniels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250 - 499</td>
<td>Allison Bowser, Anthony Doolan, Ashley McCumber, Beth Ann, Steinberg, Brendan Smith, Brian Gorman, Christine Daniel, Cecily Peterson, Cindy Kauffman, Cornelis Van Aalst, Roger Doughty, Royce C. Lin, M.D., Sarah Ron, Shari Rudolph, Shireen McCullough, Margaret McCullough, Dana Vinicoff, Daniel Redman, Dennis Reno, Eileen Kunz, Eli Skeggs, Franzoise Herrmann, Franklin Oben Fobi, Geoffrey McNally, George Krammer, and Chance Kaleimakalii, Gloria Cavanaugh, Hunter Harris, James Haas, Jay Greene, Katherine Kennedy, L. Michael Costa, Lawrence Hilty, and Donald Rathbone, Leo Gallant, Louise Walter, Mark Leno, Mary Corrigan, Misha Cohen, Carla Wilson, Nancy Hoopes, Neil Lang, and Joe Pessa, Pan Haskins, Patricia Kaeding, Patrick Arbore, Reginald Snowden, Roger Doughty, and Royce C. Lin, M.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
100 - $249 CONTINUED
Susan Wolfson
Taylor Lentz
Terrence Donovan
Terry Baransy
Thomas Lauderbach
Thomas Nelson
Tiffany Wang
Timothy Riel
Timothy Wolfred
Uncheedah Wilson
Victor Bonfilio
Vince Crisostomo
Will Roscoe
William Beiersdorfer
William Curtis
William Haskell and Bob Gordon
William J. Smith Trust
Zachary Reneau
Zwazzi Sowo and Naomi Prochomrick

$10 - $99
Aaron Kelley
Ajit Dash
Alanna Garbarino-Evans
Allison Sparks
Alyssabeth Goodrich
Angela Fletes
Anna Kruger
Anna Widell
Anne Bluthenthal and Donna Rae Palmer
Anne Hildebrand
Barbara French
Barbara Gersh
Benjamin Solero
Carl Wolf
Carmen Valdez-Madranos
Charles Agler
Charles Liu
Charles Renfroe
Chelsy Wu
Chris Feliciano
Chris Skultety
Clara Jaeckel
Cosme Ronan
Crystal Lee
Dale Danley
Daniel Afolabi
Daniel Johnson
Dave Theben
David Young and Donald Bird
Deborah Craig
Deborah Danson
Dennis Chase
Derron Thweatt
Diana Stegall
Dominic Martello
Don Bardole
Drew Rosner
Dustin Borg
Edie Yau
Edward Sanchez
Elin Kong
Elinor Waxman and Joanne Yeaton
Elisabeth Gregor
Elizabeth Cohen
Elizabeth Copp and Christine Perrineau
Elizabeth Lanyon
Elizabeth Storey and Susan Wilson
Emily Clayton
Emily Wallace
Emma Jagunich
Eric Hsu
Erie Sumpmann
Evie Kalmar
Fannie Clarke
Fran Schif
Francis Masson
Gabriel Quinto
Gary Gansle
Gerí De Anda
Gloria Heneks
H. Martin Ems
Harry Breaux
Harvey Co Chien
Holly Clarke
Hope Eckert
Iris Biblowitz
J O’Malley
Jack Stelnicki
James McCloud
Jared Henning
Jason Kershner
Javier Zamora
Jay Bedwani
Jeff Weil
Jeffrey Foldvik
Jeri Raimondi
Jim Brogan and James E. Brogan
Joan Field
John Bray
John Dutton
John Reamer and Eric Rutberg
John Rengstorff and Evan Hirsch
Johnathon Bernstein
Jon Fulton
Jonathan Mark Reese
Josh Smee
Judith Goodman
Judith Lewis
Judy Kim
Justin Hsiao
Justin Stoddard
Kara Shen
Karla Carmony
Kathleen Ryan and Anne Guiltinan
Kathy Phillips
Keefe Chow
Kelley Rooney
Kim Rubey
Kimberly Bourque
Kristina Lugo
Laura Mason
Leza Patatanian
Liu Qui
Liz Fu
Louis Bryan
Mara Martin
Mara Math
Marcia Peterzell and Linda Silver
Marjorie Hilsenrad
Mark Miller
Mary Ann
Greenwood
Mary Leigh
McLellan
Mary Ludwig
Mary Van Zomeren
Matt Camello
Matthew Celaya
Matthew Cimino
Matthew McTire
Melissa Mabry
Meryl Glass
Michael Ducker
Michael Hager
Michael Nguyen
Michael Poplardo
Michele Hentges
Michelle Javid
Neil Hart and David Wasserman
Nina Wolinsky
Olof Hansen
Ora Prochovnick and Rena Frantz
Patricia Craves
Patricia Hacker
Patricia Robertson and Susan Ashton
Patrick Isaacs
Paul Upham

Pete Renteria and Kevin Caravello
Peter Milewicz
Philip Petit
Priya Bhaltotia
Rachel Strickler
Richard Woodul II
Ricki Boden and Andrea Lyons
Robert Reps
Roland Stern
Ruth Mahaney
Samantha Will
Sarah Steenhausen and Paul
Steenhausen
Saraswati Rathrod
Stan Parkford
Susan DeMarois
Susan Langdon
Susan Wilkinson
Susanna Goldenstein
Susanna Hough and Mark Hough
Thalia Moore and Anna Kruger
Thayer Rosenberg
Thomas Wang
Thomas Yaussy
Toni Mesec
Trelawny Boynton
Tyler Moselle
Van Rookhuyzen
Victoria Scolini
William Chiu
William Lenihan
Wolf Schweiger
Yuji Fukiage

Scan here if you'd like to join this list with a donation!
This detail is from a two-story high mural in the new Openhouse Community Center. Titled *The Scenic Route*, the mural by San Francisco artist David Faulk is the centerpiece of an art installation, *Living Tribute to HIV Long-Term Survivors*. Approximately 30% of Openhouse Community members are living with HIV. A dedication ceremony will be scheduled when it is safe to gather indoors, but watch for a mini-documentary before then.

*This tribute is made possible by a grant from Gilead Sciences, Inc.*